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I went to Korea and studied Korean every week day for 5 hours. Studding Korean was fun, it’s because
teachers taught us with full of spirit. I always enjoy with Korean native learning assistants when i
practice my pronunciation. They teach us anytime and everywhere.
They teach us either in the class or when we travel around.

I felt that my Korean could improve very quickly. It’s because after class we stay at the class to
memorize what we learnt that day, so none of new words left behind if you really stay and memorize
all the new test and words. The enjoyable part was what we learnt always can help me to talk to taxi
driver, at the store, at the restaurant etc.
Buying new book and working on the book really helped me to catch up teacher’s teaching speed. I felt
that teaching system there good enough to make your Korean intermediate level for that one semester.
I had 3 kinds of teachers. While 2 were teaching 1 teacher always come afternoon and check what you
learnt this day.
All this afternoon time I was happy having help of learning assistants fixing my pronunciation,
teaching me Korean everyday slangs, useful words.

My classmates all are Chinese students besides my school mate and me. So that encouraged me to
communicate to my classmates in Korean which were so helpful to get improved. By the way,
classmates were so kind, helpful to me.

I did not always study there. Meeting up new people, having traditional, delicious food was part of my
life. Not anly enjoy eating food. I learned to cook several Korean traditional foods.

We experienced very nice winter there. It may little cold for
Taiwanese students. So better to bring a lot clothes to make sure
not catch though cold.
The transportation was one of the way feel comfort. There are 2
buses from school to downtown and they shuttle every 5
minutes.

The thing we learnt in Andong county, one of well-known
place in Korea and was the most nice place to visit when
England queen come to Korea is not only Korean traditional
things but also western culture, western food and goes on.
You might wonder why we can learn such things there. It’s
because that nice place attract a lot western people. They teach
English at language centers or Universities.
I went a lot activates of them such as thanksgiving day,
Christmas Eve and learnt how to make pizza, cheese fried rice
etc.

Like others you don’t want to miss the change
traditional events, holidays. The city i lived is
so unique, one of nicest city in Korea, like
Hualien . They celebrate tradition one of their
traditional holiday in a one beautiful village
names Halloe(river) and you will have chance
to see walking firework from far away toward
top of the mountain. By the way, once
England queen came to Korea and asked them to bring her traditional place in Korea, they brought him
to the Andong county. So the place I used to live is so nice. Especially you would enjoy if you have
bicycle.
I also enjoyed a lot the time with my classmates. At the end of the
semester we wrote the words from our heart to each other. There
everybody can write a lot or less to the friends. I encouraged by their
thinking of me on the paper and it was fun time.
My teacher also wrote a note for me, she encouraged me tremendously
and not only her but also my another teacher is so kind and helpful. At
that day whole class and teachers gave a farewell party to us and let us
talk last, touching words to them. (I and my another exchange
student-friend from NDHU). I still have this paper.

Korean traditional souvenir is so cute and not
that expensive. I went to one famous place in
Seoul which is one big street has full of
traditional souvenirs and ancient antiques. It’s
kind of close to Seoul palace and main library of
Seoul. You can buy souvenirs to your family
there.

When I was there, one of famous song
released and we open our Karaoke(K-TV) by
this "Gangnam Style" song. Let me introduce
this song’s thrive. "Gangnam Style" song was
released in July 2012 as the lead single of his
sixth studio album PSY 6 (Six Rules), Part 1,
and debuted at number one on South
Korea's Gaon Chart. On December 21, 2012,
"Gangnam Style" became the first YouTube
video to reach a billion hits on the Internet. As
of February 27, 2013, the music video has
been viewed over 1.375 billion times on YouTube, and it is the site's most watched video after
surpassing Justin Bieber's single "Baby."

Here are three beautiful Dak paper dolls that my
friend's mom made . Korean han-ji dak paper dolls.
It usually takes a month to finish making a doll
completely In Korea, we have a special paper
called Han-Ji that is made by hand and is dyed with
natural materials. It requires a lot of time to make
Han-Ji; it has to go through a ten-step process.
Han-Ji paper is extremely soft like cotton, but it's
tough. Our ancestors used it for various things; many
kinds of Han-Jicrafts, artwork, dolls and house
wares are made of this paper.

This is Andong school dormitory. I feel like I live in a five
star hotel here. It’s so convenient here and so warm during
winter time. One thing here that you need to be careful is
you might lose your belongings. I thought it’s because lot’s
of international students live here, even from poor country.
They sometimes dare to steal your stuff. I lost my new coat
when I left in the washing machine for the laundry.

One of big ceremony to hold in Andong is Mask festival. It’s
so interesting if you go to that festival. You will see people
dancing traditional dance with mask and also you will see
firework and some other stuff. Most importantly, you can
mask nickels and souvenirs to present your family.

Picture next to is the picture of Korean famous Seoul tower.
N Seoul Tower located on Mt. Namsan offers great
panoramic views of the city, and has been a symbol of Seoul
since it first opened to the public in 1980. The tower has not
only been given a new look, but also a new name following a
complete makeover. It is now a true cultural space with
various performances, movies, exhibitions as well as upscale
restaurants and snack bars.
Topping the list of best sites according to tourists, N Seoul Tower draws a large number of visitors
every day. KTO visited N Seoul Tower to see what is making this place such a great attraction since its
re-opening on December 9, 2005. Join us for a cyber tour of N Seoul Tower before you hit the road.

I enjoyed a lot Western holidays with my western
friends. I saw how they cook turkeys and taught
them how to cook Mongolian food. The picture next
is Mongolian food plus turkey.

The Andong Public Folk Museum is where you can
experience Confucian culture and traditional games
of Korea. Andong is famous for Confucian culture and the four traditional ceremonies (the ceremonies
of coming of age, marriage, funeral and ancestral
worship). Here you can view the lifestyles of the past
and important cultural treasures. The indoor museum is
segmented into three exhibit halls. At Exhibit Hall 1, the
process of going from the birth of a baby to childhood is
displayed. At Exhibit Hall 2, the process of becoming an
adult to the rituals of death and funeral is displayed. At
Exhibit Hall 3, the daily life and traditional games are
displayed in small models. Including old farming tools and cloth making process, the folk relics of this
museum add up to 3,700 artifacts. There is also a visual system for videos. After you look through the
indoor exhibits, head outside to the outdoor exhibits. The outdoor exhibit is a park complex, made of
folk houses and cultural assets moved to this site. You will see exhibits representing the Andong
lifestyle such as a stone house, a straw roofed, mud-hut and a watermill.
One day we went to Korean traditional Movie
shooting place near by Andong. Jirye Arts Village
is a great place to have a unique experience. Every
month there are events such as making rice cake
or kimchi and you can stay in traditional Korean
houses. Jirye Arts Village is a village with Jisan
Seodang (Cultural Asset No. 49), Jichonjongtaek
(Cultural Asset No. 44), and Jichonjecheong
(Cultural Asset No. 46), which were moved from
the Imha Dam area because of the possibility of
being flooded.

